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ABSTRACT
We investigate how to distribute computations between CPU and accelerators under data paral-
lelism. A min–max model of computational times is proposed to reflect a heterogeneous com-
puting system. Time functions for each resource are estimated with effective parameters, and
sampling statistics evaluates those effective parameters for practical memory bandwidths and
FLOPS. Our min–max model includes those time functions as objective functions so that it sug-
gests load balancing point for an arbitrary problem size. Several BLAS examples confirm that
our model fits well comparing with real heterogeneous computing with OpenCL.

The min–max model describes evaluating splitting ratio α which assigns, for a example of
CPU+GPU system, αn numbers of operations to CPU and (1 − α)n amount to GPU, where n
is the number of identically parallelizable jobs and 0 ≤ α ≤ 1. As we estimate a time function
for a specific resource by benchmarking computational capabilities, c(k) and g(k) evaluate the
time taken by k numbers of operations for CPU and GPU, respectively. The min–max model is
as follows:

J(k∗;n) = min
k∈[0,n]

J(k;n), (1)

where J(k;n) = max (c(k), g(n− k)), from which α = α(n) is defined by

α(n) =
k∗

n
. (2)

To verify our model, we tested SAXPY, SGEMV, and SGEMM BLAS algorithms for CPU+GPU
and CPU+XeonPHI+GPU heterogeneous systems. We give a result for SGEMV algorithm of
the CPU+GPU system. Experimental results with n = 11264 are shown in Fig. 1 for a compari-
son our min–max model. The solid blue and red lines represent c(k) and g(n− k), respectively.
The solution of our min–max model lies at the cross point at which both resources consume
almost same time. The green–squared black line indicates the heterogeneous computing result.
The differences between the cross point and the minimum value of heterogeneous computing
results show the validity of our min–max model. Fig. 1(b) shows the comparison between the
model based load balancing ratio α(n) for arbitrary n and the real heterogeneous computing
results marked with red squares.



(a) Measurement of J(k, n) and the graphs of
c(k) and g(n− k) with n = 11264.

(b) The splitting ratio α(n)

Figure 1. The result of SGEMV
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